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Free Amanita Newsletter 10/17/2017:
Bradley Siderograph 2018
I am the way and the truth and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me. (John 14:6)

1. Free Market Commentary: Bradley Siderograph 2018
This is the standard model of the Bradley siderograph 2018, with only 2 major dates: 1/29/18 &
5/29/18.

2. Please log in to continue your subscription of the free Amanita newsletter!
Your action is required if you are still interested in the free Amanita newsletter! If you haven’t been
logged in for a year or longer, than please log in on https://www.amanita.at/en/my-account. If you
have forgotten your password, then have a new password sent to you on
https://www.amanita.at/en/reset-password. Some captchas are indeed difficult to read, in this case
simply reload a new one. Accounts for the free Amanita newsletter that haven’t been active (logged
in) for longer than a year will be deleted in late 2017. By logging into your account in the coming
month you remain on the mailing list. Of course, premium subscribers don’t need to login in, they
remain on the Amanita mailing list.

The first reason for this measure: we need to clear the database & delete all passive accounts.
Second reason: the change in the content of the free Amanita newsletter, which has been
published for 17 years. In the early years excerpts from the premium area were often included, but
this policy has been discontinued for 4 reasons:
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1. Amanita orchestra & money management: One of the cardinal sins of most market participants
is that they don’t make a clear distinction between forecast & implementation (money
management). If a forecast exists, then in the Amanita system 3 questions have to be
answered:
(a) whether or not to trade this call
(b) how to implement this forecast (e.g. choice of instruments)
(c) how much capital to put on the table
Example: In the end times you must never never ever be net SHORT the precious metals,
regardless of how bullish or bearish the current stance is (only partial hedging is allowed). The
reason is that physical precious metals are the main hedge against a monster crisis or the
collapse of the financial system. In the past years almost all of the Amanita capital has been
allocated to commodities & currencies (both LONG & SHORT), but almost nothing to stocks &
bonds (only a few percentage points). Note that the crypto-currencies are covered, too.
The base of the Amanita system is the strategic investment portfolio (holding time of positions
1-30 years), the second leg are the tactical signals (holding time 1-12 months). In the past
years the Amanita money management has been sophisticated & fine-tuned. For this reason it
simply doesn’t make sense to take isolated positions out of context. At any given time a large
number of positions exists (usually 10-20 tactical+strategic positions), which only make sense
as a whole.
As everywhere else in life, the 80/20 rule of the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto applies: 80%
of the profits come from just 20% of the positions. Following the ‘wrong’ 80% means to
achieve only 20% of the profits. But this effect can become even more extreme: the (by far)
highest profit in 2015/16 was achieved with orange juice (OJ). The OJ future soared by
+130%, a major part of this price explosion was cashed in. So the profit of the OJ signal was
bigger than of *all* other signals combined. This tells us that just skipping *one* signal would
have destroyed the biggest part of the Amanita profits generated. In an extreme case even
following 95% of the Amanita positions would produce a tiny performance against the official
Amanita performance (if the decisive 5% are left out).
Metaphors: What would happen if you have a wonderful orchestra with 20 instruments, but
only allow the oboe & violin to play? A terrible cacophony. Or let’s take the metaphor of buying
a car: you can’t say I pick the gear from BMW, the seats from Mercedes, the tires from Ford,
the headlights from Suzuki & the tank from Tesla (little joke ). And then complain if the car
doesn’t drive at all… Many folks practice a lot of self-deception: they clap on their shoulders
when their trading & investing is doing well but blame it on the market letter when losses arise.
Strangely, usually it is well understood that you either take the full service or nothing at all.
Only with market letters people often proceed on the misunderstanding they can take out of a
market letter whatever they like. Publishing small excerpts from the premium content in the
free area would enforce such a misunderstanding, so it is avoided.
Only the Amanita stock index signals may be confidently skipped, because their performance
is a nightmare in comparison with the rest of the Amanita system, a catastrophic catastrophe
with the ugly flavor of catastrophe. Since 2017 no ‘normal’ stock index signals have been
given, with only (geopolitical) special situations being traded: primarily through FOREX,
perhaps also through the stock indices, depending on many factors.
2. dynamics & Amanita innovations: The world situation & the financial markets are becoming
more & more dynamic each year. Currently, more happens in a year than formerly in a full
decade. This is also the reason why in 2013 the Amanita Investors Guide was discontinued,
after almost a decade of publication. The Amanita approach 2017 has got little to do with the
Amanita approach of some years ago. Since 2016 the Amanita system has been improved &
expanded a lot, with many new markets, insights & models. Since 2010/11 numerology has
played a key role, since 2015/16 name analysis has been used, too – to my knowledge as the
only market letter on this planet. Since the 666 Antichrist was crowned as the Queen of the
world on 6/1/16 in Switzerland near the Gotthard, the 666 number of the Beast has been the
all-round entertainer in the financial markets. So the 666 has allowed making a great number
of calls. As practiced by the first financial theologian W.D. Gann the book of all books (Holy
Bible) is of paramount importance in the Amanita system in the end times.
When I read materials from competitors I feel like in the Stone Age, none of them has the
finger on the pulse of the time today. Without doubt, Amanita Market Forecasting is the most
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innovative market service on this planet. However, the incredible innovative speed has both
advantages & disadvantages. The main drawback is the non-existing morphic fields. Almost
everything I write is completely new & thus hasn’t formed morphic fields to date, so it is very
difficult to comprehend, as the research of Rupert Sheldrake has demonstrated. However, the
morphic fields are only created through many repetitions & many readers accessing it. The
truth content of the Amanita publications was still a comparably meager 67% in 2010, but has
soared to 90-95% in the past years.
3. precision & misunderstandings: Amanita Market Forecasting has the largest methodological
background of all market letters around the globe, including a great many proprietary methods.
Still, Amanita is a mystery: you can never fully understand a mystery, only approach it… The
incredible Amanita approach has many advantages, but the big problem is the very long
setting-in period of at least 3-6 months (that’s why the shortest subscription offered is 6
months). Now in the end times a single error could lead to a total destruction of a portfolio
(especially 1-second events = black swans), so the highest possible precision is needed in
managing portfolios.
While the sheeple are deceived with news of new (nominal!) stock market highs, almost all
major Western indices are 70-90% (!!!) below their early 2000 all-time highs in real terms.
According to the John Williams inflation calculator the dollar has devalued by about 80% in the
past 18 years, i.e. new highs require a nominal advance of at least 400%. Even financial
wizards are often deceived by the money illusion created by inflation. We are still in the early
stage of the biggest wealth destruction in the history of mankind, as demonstrated by the
unique zero or even negative bond rate yields.
The root of money energy is always sexual energy, both are ruled by the element water (2nd
chakra). It is no coincidence at all that BDSM has been booming since 2012 („50 Shades of
Grey“), the same year when ZIRP (zero interest rate policy) emerged. Bonds & bondage even
have the same root word… The purpose of both is destruction: negative yields destroy the
financial, BDSM destroys the sexual! It is no surprise at all that BDSM is booming especially
among the young: their nervous systems have been devastated by electrosmog &
vaccinations, so they need stronger & stronger stimuli to feel something (super-crash for
sexual intelligence). The title ‚50 Shades of Grey‘ is just perfect, because the BDSM cripples
are slaves of the greys (Reptilian ETs) who suck out sexual energy during these perversions.
It is possible that more than 50 shadow entities are helping themselves: 50 grey shades…
Internationally, BDSM (‚M‘ stands for masochism) is also called *German*: since 2011/12
(Greek default) Germany has been as dominant as the last time during WW2 (which was
already predicted 10+ years ago). Re-electing the evil Rothschild witch as the German Führer
is an act of pure masochism! By the way, the term masochism is derived from the Austrian
author Sacher-Masoch.
4. snapshots, follow ups & real-time: Giving a onetime sample from the premium area & then
leaving readers out in the rain is irresponsible in the end times. A snapshot offered at a given
time is often misinterpreted as it assumes that it is possible to ‘program’ transactions for day X
in the future. Needless to say, this is absolutely impossible, decisions can only be made in
real-time, never in advance. Sure it is possible & useful to make plans – but only when you are
prepared to change or drop these plans at any time. Rather sudden changes become more
frequent in the Amanita system because of the codes deducted from the markets. To my
knowledge, Amanita is the only market service in this corner of the galaxy using these codes.
Some codes are so important that they can change everything from scratch & may lead to
positions exited immediately.
Bottom line: I make every effort to remain as vague as possible in the free area when it comes to
the financial markets. Almost 100% of the market-related content is now found in the premium area
with 30-60 updates per year (1-5 updates per month). The free newsletter is at the very bottom of
my priority list, nevertheless I hope I can stick to the planned publishing interval of every 2-6
months. I plan to continue to the series on prophecies, but not necessarily the Bradley siderograph.
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I thank you so much for your continued interest & bless you from the bottom of my heart!
Yours,
Manfred Zimmel
Amanita Market Forecasting http://www.amanita.at
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union
Content free Amanita newsletter: The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 2-6 months, it complements the Amanita
premium subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-40 premium updates per year).
Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription
FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my assistant
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at. Unfortunately for time reasons I usually can’t (personally) answer from by noncustomers. Phone calls with me are reserved for existing premium subscribers *exclusively*, without exception.
Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded.
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Free Market Commentary:
Bradley Siderograph 2018
This is the standard model of the Bradley siderograph 2018, with only 2 major dates: 1/29/18 &
5/29/18. The dates 2/25/18 & 3/9/18 are of secondary importance. In the 2nd half of 2018 we have
a great many minor spikes: it is useless to take these minor dates into consideration, because in
the +/- 1 week standard window that would mark most of the 2 nd half 2018 as a reversal zone. In
addition, these minor spikes are statistically highly vulnerable, because just a minor adaption in the
formula could change the turn dates by some or even several days.

Still, the real problem is what to do with a model for the *global* equity markets – such a model is
nearly useless in the end times. Today, each year means that a further de-globalization, so that in
the 2030s humanity mostly returns to the Stone Age upon the return of Nibiru. Donald Bradley
developed his model in the 1940s for *the* (global) stock markets, which at his time was more or
less identical with the US stock market (lion share of global capitalization) & the Dow Jones.
Therefore during the era of the unipolar world it was pretty clear that the siderograph referred to
the US indices. However, now in the end times everything is different, we have 3 major blocks in
economics & finance, where each of them is a leader in specific areas. The multipolar world is
reflected on all levels (Link):
1. China (Shanghai A index = black): biggest population, biggest economic dynamics, biggest
commodity consumption
2. Europe (EuroStoxx 50 Index = green): biggest GDP (if the extreme counterfeiting of the US
numbers is taken out), geopolitical key role (according to Mackinder’s heart land theory), and
location of the Untersberg Mountain & the alpha people of the coming Golden Age (1000 years).
Actually a part of Russia is in Europe, so it should be included, too.
3. USA (S&P 500 index = blue): biggest stock market capitalization, most dangerous military,
world currency (but this is ending soon). Years in advance the Amanita premium area predicted
that the collapse of the US empire would begin in 2017 (acceleration in 2019): the terribly weak
dollar in 2017 is the first warning sign. In 2017 Russia & China undermine the dollar as much as
possible. The ongoing collapse of the US empire reinforces the global divergences dramatically.
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In the past year we had 5 major reversal zones, with a length of some 2 weeks. However, there is
no agreement of the benchmark indices of the 3 blocs regarding their price action around these 5
timelines: lows, highs or nothing at all. Even the timing of the turns diverged a lot & even the
traditionally highly correlating Western indices SPX+EuroStoxx have decoupled. Mostly the
EuroStoxx & Shanghai Composite were opposed, while hardly anything could turn the SPX trend.
The Bradley siderograph is a model for *the* global stock markets, which hardly works any longer
as the world is falling into pieces. Thus the Bradley siderograph as a stand-alone tool is hogwash
in the end times. Many additional factors are needed to obtain something meaningful out of this
model. So it appears that publishing the Bradley siderograph beyond 2018 likely does no longer
make sense!

As a matter of fact the SPX didn’t allow intermediate-term market timing at all, as the US volatility
indices crashed to all-time lows in 2017. In the Eurozone the VSTOXX volatility index looks the
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same. Unfortunately, intermediate-term volatility needs at least average volatility (short-term
market timing is impossible with the +/-1 week window). In the 9/15/17 ranking of the rating agency
Timer Digest (the current ranking at the time of writing this article) not a *single* of the 100+
leading market timers around the globe could beat the SPX buy-and-hold significantly, neither over
12 months nor 6 months (in both case one market timer had one marginal outperformance by less
than 1%). It is more than absurd to purse conventional (intermediate-term) index timing when the
odds are P>99% than you will *NOT* achieve an outperformance.

In 2017, conventional stock index timing was discontinued in the Amanita system, after more than
16 years. The SPX signals for the rating agency Timer Digest will be continued - but only on paper,
without betting a cent on that. Without doubt the US indices are most manipulated of all indices &
there is absolutely no way that the US indices will be traded again in the future in the Amanita
system. Since 2017 no normal index signals have been given, only (geopolitical) special situations
are played: primarily through currencies, perhaps also through the stock indices (depending on
several factors). In any case, for years only pocket money has been allocated for stock indices (on
average only 1-3% of the exposure, i.e. 97-99% of the capital is elsewhere). It is still possible that
all stock index signals will be discontinued by mid-2018 at the earliest, as warned in March 2017 but the jury is still out. From 2019/20 on the world is heading towards hyperinflation: a (full-blown)
hyperinflation means that all stock index timing attempts (except intraday & very short-term) are
futile. After 2019/20 the only approach that will work is stock picking. The hyperinflation in the first
half of the 2020s (reinforced by Nibiru) is the last gasp of life of the financial system, which
collapses in 2022/23.

